Date: April 13, 2020

Dear Parents,

Greetings of the hour!

We wish prosperity and good health to one and all, on the auspicious occasion of Poila Baishakh.

With the prolonged cessation caused by COVID -19 pandemic that would hopefully end soon, we have to stay unabated and keep up with our academic progress in these unprecedented times.

The subsequent information which would be circulated would steer us to move ahead with an uninterrupted Teaching Learning Process, amid the arisen Global crisis.

To combat with the pause we are launching **Extramarks Online Classes from April 15, 2020.**

This would help teachers and students of our School to meet the demand of the hour by remaining connected with each other through this beautiful online medium.

At the same time, this would also ensure that there is a regular flow of academic enrichment of the students by the School.

The venture of this stature shall certainly be successful as the team of AIS has been putting their best foot forward to prepare an effective learning platform for the students. We are assured to receive an equal reciprocation from the students and parents of our School.

You may kindly visit us at [www.aisedu.org](http://www.aisedu.org) or School ERP or School Helpline numbers (9674277777, 9007365555, 6289462305, and 8910912660) for log in details.

We extend our gratitude to each one of you and look forward to huge support and cooperation as we have been receiving all along.

Thanking you.

Yours sincerely

For Asian International School

Principals